Inspired by moth eyes, nature's most powerful antireflex, we present a sub-wavelength SiC micropyramid design, which operates in the Reststrahlen band of SiC, namely the spectral band of strong phonon-photon coupling in the SiC material. While within this band SiC repels EM waves, we observe here a broad low-reflectivity window with unique attributes, with distinct characteristics different from typical dielectric moth-eye-like structures. To be specific, while the latter systems are entirely symmetric, the reflection response of our SiC micropyramid system can be highly asymmetric. In particular, the SiC micropyramid system can be near-reflectionless for light impinging from the tip side of the micropyramids and exhibits more than 90% reflection for light impinging from the base side of the micropyramids, over a broad wavelength range in the SiC Reststrahlen band. This strongly asymmetric reflection response emanates from the cascaded coupling of vortex-like cavity modes at each of the SiC blocks comprising the micropyramids and translates into a strongly uni-directional absorber response. We discuss how, by virtue of Kirchhoff's law, this strongly uni-directional superabsorber behavior implies a strongly uni-directional emission profile that is important for one-way infrared sources and passive radiative-cooling systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Across the EM spectrum, recent intense research efforts aim to uncover new mechanisms for extreme absorption control that go beyond the traditional three-component platforms with the absorber sandwiched between an anti-reflex coating and a backreflector. The driving force behind these investigations are photovoltaic devices [1] [2] [3] [4] as well as infrared/THz detectors [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , modulators [9, 10] and thermal-emitters [7, 9, 11, 12] . The strategies underpinning these current absorption management efforts could be grouped into five general approaches. In particular, new superabsorber architectures that have been proposed may utilize plasmonic resonances that enhance the EM field in the vicinity of the absorber [1, 2, 13] , involve photonic metamaterials [14, 15] either as impedance matchers [5, 16, 17] or enhancers of dark EM field components by virtue of a characteristic hyperbolic photonic dispersion [18] , employ lossy material bilayers with destructive Fabry-Perot interference suppressing reflection [9, 19] , tailor resonant coupling to waveguide/cavity modes in the absorber structure [4, 12] , or manipulate a near-reflectionless coupling to the near band-edge Floquet-Bloch mode of a lossy photonic crystal [20, 21] .
Of the aforementioned avenues to extra-ordinary absorption management the last two are particularly attractive as they essentially represent one-step super-absorber platforms. That is to say the functional performance of these structures relies only on a single kind of absorbing medium; it is not needed to incorporate other type of metallic or absorber material that may make fabrication more complicated, lead to parasitic absorption [3, 5] or compromise structural stability due to overheating. This is not the case for any of the other schemes, where together with the absorber of interest, additional patterned absorber/metallic material are integrated to enable impedance-matching [5, 19, 22] , EM-field enhancement [1, 3] , or additional light passes [22, 23] . Now, the valuable insight obtained for absorption with plasmonic nanostructures in the visible spectrum [2] can be transferred in the mid-IR spectral regime, albeit not with the use of metals. Metals in the infrared spectrum have a very small skin depth; thus they repel the EM field and do not respond with the familiar plasmonic resonances existing in the visible spectrum. However, "plasmonic effects" in the mid-IR can be mimicked if we instead consider microstructures comprising material with a strong phonon-photon coupling. Such phonon-polariton materials can exhibit a negative permittivity response in the mid-IR with a larger skin depth. They so emulate field-confinement effects with infrared light similar to those of plasmonic nanostructures [24] operating in the visible spectrum.
Thus, for mid-IR absorption platforms, SiC would be an excellent material with its phonon-polariton gap spectrum (Reststrahlen band) between 10.3 to 12.6 µm [25] . This spectral regime is of high interest for detectors and sources as it encompasses the absorption fingerprints of many biomolecules [26] . Moreover, this spectrum is also highly relevant to passive radiative-cooling devices [27] , since it lies within the atmospheric transparency window [28, 29] . In addition, SiC is a refractory material, which is crucially important for the structural stability of absorber/emitter devices [30] .
In this paper, we investigate SiC-based designs with the objective to achieve mid-IR sub-wavelength broadband superabsorption [2, [31] [32] [33] that is also highly uni-directional. Designing and controlling a highly unidirectional mid-IR absorption response, has not been thus-far investigated but can benefit various applications. In particular, highly unidirectional absorbers would efficiently absorb light that impinges from their top side while they would reflect, and thus not absorb, almost all light, that impinges from their bottom side.
Kirchhoff's law then prescribes [34, 35] , that these systems would emit light predominantly towards the direction where they are strong absorbers if light was incident from that direction, in this manner acting as near-unidirectional emitters. Uni-directional emission is a highly attractive feature not only for the design of one-way infrared sources but also for simpler integrated components for passive-radiative-cooling devices to reduce temperature in buildings [27] or electronic circuits. In order to achieve this goal we will bring together two of the aforementioned explored avenues for harnessing absorption, i.e. invoking cavity resonances and photonic crystal (PC) effects and combine them with intuition obtained from the anti-reflex properties of moth-eye-like structures. This allows to consider SiC-only platforms without other auxiliary absorbing material structures that could compromise the resilience of the device under high temperatures. This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we present the SiC-based platform we envision for strong absorption control within the Reststrahlen band of SiC. In Sec. III we present our results for an initial design demonstrating enhanced broadband absorption.
We discuss the origin of such absorption enhancement with respect to bulk SiC in the same frequency region in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we analyze the effects of a stronger interaction between the micropyramid building-blocks towards a broadband superabsorber [2, [31] [32] [33] behavior.
In Sec. VI we quantify the absorption enhancement and demonstrate the robustness under misalignment of the micropyramid superabsorber platform. In Sec. VII we investigate the asymmetric absorber response for light illuminating from the tip-side and base-side of the micropyramid-array platform. In Sec. VIII we discuss how this asymmetry can be harnessed further towards a near-unidirectional absorber/emitter behavior. Finally, In Sec.
IX we present our conclusion.
II. THE SILICON CARBIDE PLATFORM FOR BROADBAND SUPERABSORP-

TION
In spite of Silicon Carbide's high loss tangent within its Reststrahlen band, which makes it potentially attractive for absorber/emitter systems, it is actually extremely difficult to couple light inside the SiC material in this spectrum; most light gets reflected upon hitting the SiC surface. This low in-coupling poses a serious bottleneck in SiC-based absorber/emitter platforms. However, recent results with a compact one-dimensional SiC judicious PC design [21] show that it is possible to suppress such reflection and achieve near-perfect absorption within a narrow spectral band. This band can be extended to cover most of the SiC Reststrahlen spectral region, by employing a very thick, several wavelengths long, PC [36] .
However, in practical applications it is desirable to have compact designs exhibiting a broadband super-absorption [31] [32] [33] . In addition, we seek such super-absorber merit to be highly asymmetric, i.e. to exist only for light impinging from one side of the structure, a possibility that has not been hitherto explored.
In order to achieve our target of a broadband absorption in SiC within its Reststrahlen band with a compact structure, we employ a design with a SiC micropyramid as its elementary building block arranged in a one-dimensional photonic crystal array. We draw our inspiration for such a design from the conical shape of corneal nipples in moth eyes [37, 38] , which are known for their superior antireflection properties. The moth-eye corneal nipples do not constitute an optically dense material. So, naturally one may wonder whether designs of a similar shape but made from a material with extreme optical properties, such as SiC in the Reststrahlen band, would retain these extra-ordinary antireflex properties. Antireflection behavior has been demonstrated [39, 40] in the optical spectrum with nanostructured cones or pyramids mimicking moth eyes comprising a high-refractive-index material, such as GaP or Si, which have a purely dielectric optical response. These results provide a promising basis to expand such antireflex behavior in a platform made of SiC, whose material optical response in the Reststrahlen band involves both a negative permittivity and an optical loss tangent (see bottom-left inset in Fig. 1 ), due to the photon-phonon coupling resonance in this spectrum. Thus we proceed with our intuitive choice of SiC micropyramid-based designs which we investigate further in the following.
We show the design under consideration in Fig. 1 . We consider a stepped two-dimensional (2D) pyramid, with translational symmetry in the third dimension. The translational symmetry ensures full polarization decoupling [41] , allowing for polarization selective emission suitable for constructing polarized infrared sources. Moreover, we are considering a stepped micropyramid structure, whose realization is possible with certain fabrication techniques, such as direct wafer-bonding [42] or layer-by-layer fabrication with e-beam patterning [43] and inductively coupled plasma reactive-ion etching (ICP-RIE) [44] .
Each block of the micropyramid is expected to behave as a resonant cavity [45] microantenna with emission/absorption spectra in the mid-IR regime. By combining blocks of different sizes we aim to bring together different resonant frequencies, thus constructing a broadband response for the pyramid microantenna. Then by arranging the pyramid blocks in a moth-eye structure we aim to minimize reflection thus enabling a strong EM incoupling to each of the participant block microresonators. That is to say that our proposed design is conceived with a vision to operate simultaneously as a moth-eye antireflector and a broadband micro-antenna.
The sizes of the participating SiC blocks in the pyramid of Fig. 1 are chosen so that a gradual size variation from one block to the next one is maintained, with a small number of layers -which is desirable from the fabrication point of view-. At the same time, we aim for a compact structure of sub-wavelength total thickness, i.e. thickness in the order of half the free space wavelength. In Fig. 1 we label each of the blocks comprising the micropyramid with 1, 2, 3 and 4. Their corresponding sizes (in the x-and y-direction respectively) are: w x1 = 0.5 µm, w y1 = 1 µm, w x2 = 1 µm, w y2 = 1 µm, w x3 = 2 µm, w y3 = 1 µm, w x4 = 4 µm,
These micropyramids are arranged periodically in an array with a spacing, a. We will vary this inter-spacing, a, so we can control the system's collective response from a regime where each micropyramid responds independently to the impinging light to a regime where the resonances between neighboring micropyramids are interacting. In our initial investigation, we will ignore the presence of a required substrate, seen in Fig. 1 , in order to capture and understand the response of our proposed microstructure better. We will then consider the effect of the substrate afterward. So, unless a presence of a substrate is explicitly stated, all results correspond to the platform of Fig. 1 , but without the depicted substrate.
III. ENHANCED ABSORPTION WITH THE SIC-MICROPYRAMID SYSTEM
We first study the response of the micropyramid-array system, where each micro-pyramid building block would respond independently to the impinging light. For this purpose the micropyramids are placed sparsely, about one free-space wavelength apart, with an interspacing of a = 10 µm. We consider normally incident light and both polarization cases, where the impinging light has its electric field aligned with the micropyramid block-axis z (TE-polarization) or its magnetic field aligned with the micropyramid block-axis z (THpolarization). We use a two-dimensional implementation of the Finite-Difference TimeDomain (FDTD) method with the Lumerical FDTD simulator [46] to investigate the response of the micropyramid-array system.
In the FDTD simulator, periodic boundary conditions are applied in the x -direction as the micropyramid building block repeat themselves periodically in this direction. Open (absorbing) boundary conditions are applied in the y-direction to emulate an unbounded domain above and below the micropyramid. The micropyramid structure is discretized in the simulation with a mesh size of dx = dy = 10 nm. In our calculations, we consider a SiC permittivity function characteristic of the phonon-polariton resonant response in the Reststrahlen band, i.e.:
The high frequency response, ε ∞ , the longitudinal and transverse optical phonon frequencies, ω L and ω T , respectively, and the intrinsic damping parameter Γ are determined by fitting to experimental optical data [25] . From Ref. 25 we take: ε ∞ = 6.7, ω L = 2π × 29.07 THz, ω T = 2π × 23.79 THz, and Γ = 2π × 0.1428 THz. The SiC permittivity spectral function corresponding to Eq. 1 is depicted in the bottom-left inset of Fig. 1 .
We clearly observe in Fig. 2 that the micropyramid-array system responds very differently to TE and TH light. For TE light, the system shows both very little reflection and very little absorption [solid-black lines of panel (a) and (b) respectively]. This is because the electric field drives the phonon-polariton resonance along the z-direction, where the SiC material is unbounded. Thus, the EM field behaves as in the vicinity of bulk SiC, and only penetrates very little the SiC micropyramid. However, since the micropyramid array is arranged sparsely the EM field can flow around the structure yielding a very low absorption and high transparency. Indeed, we confirmed that as we bring the micropyramids closer the reflective response of the micropyramid system to TE light becomes similar to that of bulk SiC. Clearly, the SiC-micropyramid array structure is a weak absorber/emitter for TE-polarized light.
On the other hand, for TH-polarized light we observe in Fig negligible within that range. We note in passing, that these two aforementioned spectral windows are separated by a spectrum with a high reflection response. In this intermittent regime, reflection reaches a maximum of about 80% at an impinging wavelength of 11.27µm, with an asymmetric peak that is typical of Fano resonances [50] .
IV. UNDERSTANDING THE ABSORBER BEHAVIOR OF THE SIC MICROPY-RAMID SYSTEM
Clearly, the results in Fig. 2 demonstrate that the design of Fig. 1 has a strong potential as a super-absorber for TH-polarized light, which we will explore further in the following.
Therefore, we attempt to understand better the response of the micropyramid array by looking at the spectral response of each element it comprises. In other words, we will look at the spectral response of a periodic array comprised only of the top block, the second block, the third block and the fourth block of the micropyramid respectively, as designated in the bottom panel of Fig The resonances and their corresponding electric field morphology arises from the surface phonon-polaritons at the facets of the SiC blocks and their interaction. Note that it is the strong phonon-photon coupling in SiC that yields a negative permittivity to SiC, thus enabling surface bound modes similar to those of metals at optical frequencies [51] . As a result of such surface bound modes, resonant optical trapping occurs within the blocks as one can observe from the EM energy circulation plots (white steamlines) in panels (c) and Fig. 3 for the cases of the first and fourth block respectively. We can clearly identify vortices in the EM circulation, in either the sides [case seen in Fig. 3(c) ] or in the vicinity of the corners [case seen in Fig. 3(d) ]. These vortices signify the existence of cavity-like optical trapping behavior [49] . On the other hand, for the lower frequencies near the red bound of the Reststrahlen band, we do not find any block cavity modes, as the field goes around the block [for example see the insets in Fig. 3 for blocks 1 and 4 for frequency M3].
It is interesting to observe that the arrays comprising the third or fourth block individually demonstrate a clear asymmetric reflection peak as we see in Fig. 3(a) , which separates the spectral regime where localized resonant modes exist within the block, -as for example we see from the electric field inset for the fourth block at free space wavelength M1, from the spectral regime where void modes are excited in the interstitial region between the neighboring blocks, -as for example we see from the electric field inset for the fourth block at free space wavelength M3-. In these void-modes the electric field is near-zero within the block.
It is the former spectral regime, i.e. the regime of block-cavity resonances, that is evidently of interest with respect to achieving superabsorption. This is because in order to harness a strong absorption response, the strong electric fields must spatially overlap with the absorbing matter. This follows directly from Poynting's theorem for power dissipation [ see also eq. A3]. In passing, we also note that the presence of the spectrally asymmetric reflection peak observed in Fig. 3 , suggests the occurrence of a Fano-type interference at that frequency, that arises from the interference between the localized, resonant, block modes, that are present at the shorter-wavelength side of the Reststrahlen band, and the extended, non-resonant [52] , void modes, that are present at the longer-wavelength side of the Reststrahlen band. However, the spectral region we focus on here is the frequency regime near the blue bound of the Reststrahlen band. This is the frequency regime, where the localized block-cavity modes are excited, yielding the strong electric field required to achieve a strong absorption. In other words, the SiC blocks behave as microantennas in this spectral region. field and the SiC matter in the entire pyramid that yields the strong absorption response we have observed in Fig. 2(b) . Indeed, the cavity-mode behavior as evidenced by the vortices in the EM streamlines leads to strongly enhanced fields within the micropyramid that we show in Fig. 4(d) . For a more clear view of these fields we also show the field values only within the micropyramid, with a saturated color-map, with red signifying an electric field intensity enhancement of ten or larger value [see Fig. 4(g) ].
On the other hand, at free-space wavelength denoted M3, which is 12.0 µm, the incident EM wave essentially just streams downwards, completely avoiding the pyramid [see Accordingly, since almost-all impinging EM energy is injected into the micropyramid array system in all cases, the key to the respective absorption performance lies in the electric field re-connfiguration that results from the interaction between the cavity modes in the adjacent micropyramids. Since the power dissipation rate per volume is proportional to the electric field intensity [see eq. A3], we can infer that the higher the electric field intensity the better the absorption performance. However, we should not quickly deduce from this fact, that the integrated electric field intensity within the micropyramid, in the new closer-spaced arrays, needs to be higher in comparison with the one of the original micropyramid array.
It only needs to be higher than the ratio of the micropyramid interspacing, a, in the newly considered arrays over the respective value of the original array. This is because, for example an array with half the micropyramid interspacing of the original array, has twice as much SiC material underneath the same illumination area in comparison to the original array. This can be clearly understood in the appendix, where we have derived an analytic expression that explicitly relates the absorption by the SiC micropyramid array with the integrated normalized electric field intensity within the SiC material and the array's micropyramid interspacing, a (see eq. A.6 in appendix).
In order to get a feeling for the electric field reconnfiguration emanating from the strong coupling between the adjacent cavity modes, we plot the ratio between the electric field Indeed, we observe a strong electric-field reconnfiguration as a result of the strong coupling between the adjacent micropyramid modes. We observe, that there are locations where the electric field intensity is even enhanced; however in other areas we see that electric field intensity is weakened. If we now calculate the integrated value of the normalized electric field intensity, E norm [47] , at a free-space wavelength of 10.5 µm, over the extend of the SiC micropyramid structure, for both the new arrays, we find that:
and
From Eqs. (2) and (3) we expect that at the free-space wavelength of 10.5 µm, in the new arrays with a=7.5 µm and a=5.0 µm, the absorption should be enhanced by respective factors of ∼ 1.15 and ∼ 1.35 [54] with respect to the absorption of the original array with a=10 µm. The expected absorption enhancement factors due to the electric field reconnfiguration, as quoted above, are in excellent agreement with the observed absorption enhancement that we observe in Fig. 5(b) .
The closer-spaced micropyramid array, with interspacing of a=5.0 µm, demonstrates an extra-ordinary,-more than 80% absorptance-, over a broad wavelength range between roughly 10.4 µm and 11 µm, thus behaving as a superabsorber [31] . Note that such superabsorber behavior represents an extra-ordinary absorption enhancement in this range with respect to the absorption achieved by a bulk SiC slab that is about a wavelength thick [see We observe in Fig. 7 (c) the characteristic vortex-like EM circulation along the sides or corners of the individual blocks. These are similar to the ones seen in Fig. 7(d) for the corresponding symmetric micropyramid, or the modes we observed before in Fig. 4(a) (for the micropyramid array with interspacing a=10 µm). What is different here for the misaligned-pyramid design is that the mode field/energy landscape seizes to show the mirror symmetry with respect to the center axis of each individual block, which is the case for the Fig. 8(b) ]. In other words, the micropyramid array is only a powerful absorber for light impinging from the pyramids' tip-side.
We stress that such interesting strongly asymmetric response is not a mere outcome of the y-axis-asymmetric shape of the micropyramids. For example, an identical pyramid made from a non-lossy optical material would not exhibit any asymmetric reflection response at all. In such non-lossy structure, Lorentz reciprocity [55, 56] , which mandates transmission, T, to be symmetric, i.e. the same both for tip-to-base and base-to-tip incidence, mandates also reflection, R to be symmetric. This is because in the absence of optical loss, R=1-T. Now, in the lossy SiC micropyramid array we saw that reflection can be highly asymmetrical.
However, this does not mean that the system becomes non-reciprocal. Indeed, the system is Lorentz reciprocal with the transmission being the same for both tip-side and base-side incidence. Now, since R=1-T-A both reflection, R and absorptance, A, can become highly asymmetric while transmission, T is symmetric.
In other words, material optical loss is necessary to obtain any asymmetry effects in reflection/absorption. Although necessary, optical material loss by itself is not sufficient to produce strongly asymmetric effects in reflection/absorption. The highly asymmetric To our knowledge, such asymmetric reflection/absorption behavior of Fig. 8 in the frequency regime designated with the green shaded area is the first report of a strongly asymmetric reflection/absorption in passive systems with Reststrahlen-band materials [51] . We note in passing that asymmetric absorption/reflection effects, albeit much weaker in comparison with the ones shown in Fig. 8 , have been also reported with plasmonic systems in the visible range [57] [58] [59] . Also, although not originally studied within this context, plasmonic metasurface structures that are impedance matched with vacuum, connected to a ground plane via a dielectric spacer [60] [61] [62] , would be expected to respond with a highly asymmetric absorption/reflection. However, in this class of systems the plasmonic absorber material is separated by a dielectric spacer with a lower thermal conductivity which may limit their functionality as thermal emitters. In contrast, our proposed SiC micropyramid design involves a single-kind of connected absorber material of high thermal conductivity.
In the following section, we explore whether this observed asymmetric absorption response of the SiC micropyramid system can be further enhanced to achieve a near uni-directional absorption/emission behavior. Our objective will be to harness reflection to achieve as close as possible the following target: zero reflection for tip-to-base incidence and unity reflection for base-to-tip incidence, with transmission being zero for both incidences. It is important to have as close as possible to a zero transmission, i.e. an opaque behavior. Actually, opacity is a necessary condition to perfect emissivity, as a non-zero transmission makes a medium less emissive. Note, in the extreme case of a transparent system (i.e. with transmission one) emissivity is always zero [63] . A zero reflection for tip-to-base incidence and unity reflection for base-to-tip incidence, with opacity, implies a unity absorption for tip-to-base incidence and a zero absorption for base-to-tip incidence.
Then Kirchhoff's law states [34, 35] that at a certain temperature, T, and wavelength, λ, the emissivity, e, of an opaque structure, towards a certain direction equals with the absorptance, A, for the same structure for light incident from that direction. In other words:
e(λ, T ; base-to-tip) = A(λ, T ; tip-to-base)
e(λ, T ; tip-to-base) = A(λ, T ; base-to-tip)
Eqs. (4) and (5) make it clear why an opaque micropyramid system, with perfectly asymmetric reflection, zero and one respectively for base-to-tip and tip-to-base incidence, would emit only in the direction from the base to the tip of the micropyramid. In the following we investigate enhancing the observed asymmetry in absorption/reflection of the system of 
VIII. NEAR UNI-DIRECTIONAL SUPERABSORBER/SUPER-EMITTER BE-HAVIOR OF THE MICROPYRAMID ARRAY
Firstly, in order to strengthen the asymmetric reflection/absorption response of the micropyramid array, we explore increasing the thickness of the fourth block, while keeping the entire micropyramid thickness sub-wavelength (about half the free space wavelength).
Therefore, we increase the thickness of the micropyramid's base block from 1 µm to 3 µm and refer to this modified micropyramid-array design as design B. In this section we focus only around the frequency regime where cavity modes are excited. As we have discussed in Sec. VI this is the frequency region with the potential for a strongly asymmetric response. Fig. 9(a) depicts the spectral reflection response while Fig. 9(b) depicts the spectral absorption response of the design B micropyramid-array. The black-solid lines represent the result for tip-to-base incidence while the red-solid lines represent the result for base-to-tip incidence. The results of the original design of Fig. 8 , which we will refer to as design A from thereon, are also included in Fig. 9 for comparison. The green-dotted lines designate the response of the original design A array for tip-to-base incidence, while the blue-dotted lines designate the corresponding response for base-to-tip incidence.
We observe an increased reflection for the base-to-tip incidence for the modified design B array which results in a reduced absorption when compared with the original, design A, array. We attribute this to the larger size of the SiC block which comes at first contact with the impinging light for the base-to-tip incidence case. At the same time, for tip-to-base incidence we do not see any significant changes in the reflection response. This is because for such case, the first three blocks that the incident EM encounters are identical with the original, design A, array. However, the absorption ends-up being larger in the modified design B array for tip-to-base incidence. This is because the same EM energy that gets sequentially coupled to the last block, now interacts with a larger volume of lossy matter.
The combined effect of absorption decrease for base-to-tip incidence with absorption increase for tip-to-base incidence leads to a stronger asymmetry in the absorption response.
Secondly, we explore the effect of bringing the micropyramids closer. Therefore we start from the original design, design A, and bring each micropyramid building block closer at an interspacing of 4.2 µm. We refer to this modified design as design C. We show the results for the reflection and absorption response in Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) respectively. Here also, the black-solid lines designate the results for tip-to-base incidence, while the red-solid lines designate the results for base-to-tip incidence. Like in the cases of Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), the original design A results are depicted as well for comparison purposes. Indeed, as expected this closer-spaced array shows a larger reflection and so a smaller absorption for base-to-tip incidence. This is because for such case the wave encounters thick closely-spaced
SiC blocks resulting in a weaker coupling to the cavity modes. On the other hand, the tip-to-base incidence case is not affected much by bringing the micropyramids closer, as the wave still firstly encounters relatively sparsely-spaced small SiC blocks. Accordingly, since absorption does not change for tip-to-base incidence but decreases for base-to-tip incidence when compared with the original design A array, the net effect is that the asymmetry in the absorption response becomes stronger for the modified design C micro-array.
We then explore if both effects of asymmetry enhancement in the response of the two aforementioned designs can work in synergy when combined into one micropyramid-array design. We therefore explore a design where the micropyramids are more closely spaced at 4.2 µm, and have also their base block thicker (3 µm versus 1 µm of the original design of Fig. 8) [design BC]. We show the results for design BC in Fig. 10(a) , for the reflection response and Fig. 10(b) , for the absorption response. Black-solid and red-solid lines represent the results for tip-to-base and base-to-tip incidence respectively. Indeed, we find that the asymmetry in the absorption response gets further enhanced.
In particular, in the frequency region represented with the green shading in Fig. 10 we observe that the absorption is near-unity for tip-to-base incidence and very small (less than 20%) for base-to-tip incidence. Essentially, the micropyramid array is an effective absorber only for light incident from the tip-side of the micropyramid. Moreover, in the green-shaded region the micropyramid system is near-opaque with transmission less than 2%. Accordingly, Eqs. (4) and (5) suggest that the micropyramid system of Fig. 10 would emit predominantly only in the direction from the micropyramid's base towards the tip. To be specific, the emission in the base-to-tip direction would be in the range of five to fifteen times stronger in the wavelength spectrum designated with the green shaded area in Fig. 10 with respect to the emission in the tip-to-base direction. In other words, the micropyramid array of Fig. 10 behaves as a near-unidirectional absorber/emitter.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a stepped micropyramid SiC array structure with super-absorber capabilities over a broad spectral range within the SiC phonon-polariton gap (Reststrahlen band). For TH-polarized light, this structure acts simultaneously as a moth-eye antireflector, allowing almost all light to couple inside, and a broad-band microantenna. The superabsorber capabilities emanate from the cascaded coupling of corner/side vortex modes at each of the SiC blocks comprising the micropyramid. The cascaded coupling of such modes from block-to-block of the lossy SiC micropyramid system along with the asymmetric incoupling to these modes are the key protagonists that enable a highly uni-directional reflection/absorption response. Specifically, the micropyramid system is a strong absorber only for light impinging from the tips to the bases of the micropyramids. These results and physical insight for the underpinning mechanisms provide transferable design principles towards achieving a strongly asymmetric broadband reflection/absorption in other systems.
Furthermore, we discussed how the SiC micropyramid system, when near-opaque with a highly asymmetric reflection/absorption, would behave as a near-unidirectional emitter by vitue of Kirchhoff's law [34, 35] .
Our proposed platform could be applied in improving the efficiency and directionality of infrared globar-type of sources [64] . Moreover, the operational bandwidth of this system falls within the atmospheric transparency window [28, 29] . At the same time SiC is a weakly absorbing material for most of the solar radiation spectrum. These two facts, in combination, suggest that the micropyramid-array platform can be highly relevant to the emerging area of passive radiative cooling, a promising avenue for cooling buildings and vehicles [27, 65] . The highly unidirectional emission characteristics of our proposed platform may inspire designs for temperature management of electronic and plasmonic devices [67] , which is crucial to their resilience and functionality. Moreover, our system studied here may inspire structures comprising other infrared active materials that could improve the sensitivity of infrared cameras and detectors [6] . The fraction of incident power that gets absorbed within the i th SiC building block of the micropyramid, A(i) can be obtained as:
where P loss,i represents the time-averaged power dissipation in the i th SiC building block in the elementary unit cell of the micropyramid array. Conversely, P inc represents the timeaveraged power incident on the elementary unit cell of the micropyramid array. As there is translational symmetry along the z direction, we consider the EM power that impinges through an area of A inc = a · l z , with l z being the length of an arbitrary segment along the z-direction of the SiC block, and a, being the micropyramid's interspacing (see figure A.1).
From Poynting's theorem [66] , we have that the time-averaged power dissipation per unit volume of a material, P loss,v is given by:
where ε 0 is the vacuum permittivity and ε r (ω) the imaginary part of the relative permittivity of the material at the frequency ω of the impinging wave. Therefore, the power dissipated within the volume, V i = w xi · w yi · l z in the i th SiC micropyramid block in the elementary unit cell in the array, P loss,i will be: 
where µ 0 is the vacuum permeability and c the vacuum speed of light. Now with the use of Eqs. A.4 and A.5 Eq. A.2 we obtain: 
